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ABSTRACT 
This project uses the industrial gases in a duopoly situation as an example to 
apply game theory in determining a firm's long term capacity strategy. We will 
analyze the extensive form of the game. The analysis result shows how firms can 
improve their expected payoffs and form strategic decisions. 
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All commodity manufacturers recognize the importance of capacity 
accumulation as a powerful tool for protecting, as well as expanding market shares in 
their particular industries. This project, through a literature review, uses the industrial 
gases in a duopoly situation as an example to apply game theory in determining a 
firm's long term capacity strategy. Game theory can be useful in exploring alternatives 
that are easily overlooked by traditional analysis. These alternatives may lead to 
higher payoffs for the game players and also a better utilization of resources. 
Many people view games by focusing on their own position. The primary 
insight of game theory is the importance of focusing on all players. To look forward 
and reason backward, you have put yourself in the shoes of other players. To assess 
your added value, you have to ask not only what other players can bring to you but 
also what you can bring to other players'. 
The Industrial Gases Industry 
Industrial gases, is a unique industry that draws on one of our most precious, 
s 
yet unlimited resources: the atmospheric air. Oxygen, nitrogen and argon, separated 
‘Brandenburger A. M. And B. J. Nalebuff, "The Right Game: Use Game Theory to Shape 
Strategy." Harvard Business Review, July-August 1995’ p.58. 
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from air, are essential utilities used in almost all manufacturing processes. Industries 
ranging from the traditional, heavy steel industry (uses oxygen, nitrogen and argon) to 
the ultra-hi-tech, light electronic industry (uses nitrogen) all depend on the steady 
supply of industrial gases. 
There are only four truly global industrial gases companies in the world. In 
addition to their own home countries, they also compete to establish their dominance 
in individual countries in Asia, the engine of growth (until the currency crisis 
recently). 
The Products 
The level of demand determines the modes of supply to customers. Low 
volume applications, such as welding, are supplied with oxygen compressed in 
cylinders. Medium volume applications, such as hospital (oxygen) and food 
processing (low temperature nitrogen for freezing and blanketing), are supplied with 
gases in liquid form for economical transportation (liquefied gas occupies a fraction of 
the volume of gas for the same amount of molecules). These types of customers are 
classified as the "merchant customers". Last but not least, large volume applications, 
such as steel and petrochemicals, receive their supply of gases via pipelines from 
dedicated Air Separation Units ("ASU"). It is from these ASUs, suppliers "piggy-
back" on the economy of scale of large plants and draw off low cost compressed and 
liquefied gases to sell to merchant customers. Therefore, the success of any gases 
supplier largely depends on the ability to establish a significant "base load" from 
pipeline sales to large volume customers. 
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Competition within an Industrial Park 
As Asia developed, major industries were encouraged to establish operations 
within industrial parks for three main reasons: 
1. Develop the economy of the area where the park is located; 
2. Maximize the cost effectiveness of vertically integrated industries; and 
3. Minimize investment in infrastructure through economies of scale. 
These parks present enormous opportunities as well as threats to industrial 
gases companies already operating in these countries. Winning these large volume 
pipeline customers will ensure the dominance of these incumbents for a long period of 
time (contracts between gases companies and pipeline customers normally last for 15 
years). However, losing these customers means a reduction in market shares not only 
in the pipeline business, but also in merchant businesses. The worst case scenario is 
losing to new entrants. This will further erode market shares as well as margins ofthe 
incumbents. Adding to the challenge is the varying pace of development of the 
individual customers; making the investment strategy of these industrial gases 
companies resembling a multi-period and multi-product game. 
A scenario in the industry 
We intend to use a scenario to illustrate the practical use of game theory in a 
non-cooperative, multi-stage duopoly game that involved four participants in an 
industrial park: firm F1, firm F2, demand D1 at year 1 (period 1) and demand D2 at 
year 3 (period 2). In order to keep this study simple, only one pipeline product is 




DESIGN OF THE GAME 
The Environment 
There were two competing firms with installed capacities in the industrial park 
in year -1. Firm F1 (F1) and firm F2 (F2) had sold out all their installed capacity to 
existing customers (k,"' 二 k:?'! = 0.00). However, firm F2 had won a number of major 
demand contracts and decided to install a large capacity plant which will be 
operational by year 1 (two-year construction period) and has surplus capacity of 2.00 
in year 1 and 2 (k2'^ ^ = 2.00) and 1.00 in year 3 (k2^  = 1.00). These firms are certain 
of two new pipeline demands. These demands are D1 of 1.00 starting in year 1 and 
D2 of0.67 starting in year 3. A time line depicts the order ofevents in Figure l l 
The construction time required by these capacities is two years. Thus, 
competitive bidding and the award of a long-term contract (15 years) will be held two 
years before the start of these demands. As reliability of supply and local business 
relationships are crucial criteria for choosing qualifying suppliers, these two 
competing firms are the only real contenders in the bidding of these demands as they 
alone have installed capacities, working experience and business relationship in this 
country. In addition, true "competitive" bidding only applies to demand D2. This is 
because the business relationship between firm F1 and the customer who requires 
2 Rasmusen, E., Games And Information: An Introduction to Game Theory. 2"^  ED. 
Massachusetts: Blackwell Publishers, 1989. Page 30-40. 
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demand D1 has almost guaranteed the award of the contract to firm F1 (provided that 
firm F1 can match the price offered by firm F2, i.e., firm F1 has the first right of 
refusal.) 
Figure 1 Time Line on the Overall Sequence of Events 
Year-1 Year 1 Yea r3 
S ~ S ~ " S " • " S ~ ~ A ~ S ~ " S ~ ~ S 
Result of I f f i r m F l Satisfy Result of I f f i r m F l Satisfy 
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The Time Line 
Time lines as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 can represent the sequent of 
events at year -1 and year 1 respectively: 
Figure 2 Time Line at Year -I 
: f t = S S S S s 
Result ofbidding I f f i r m F l : If firm F1 offers to buy If firm F2: Satisfy 
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At year -1, demand D1 will be awarded to either firm F1 or firm F2. If firm 
F1 wins, it can: 
1. invest in a large plant with enough capacity (1.00 + 0.67 = 1.67) to 
satisfy both demand D1 and demand D2; 
2. invest in a plant with capacity (1.00) just enough to satisfy demand 
D l ; o r 
3. enter into contract with firm F2 to satisfy demand D1 for year 1 and 2. 
Obviously, firm Fl's option to buy from firm F2 is contingent on firm F2's 
willingness to sell. I ff i rm F2 wins demand D1, firm F2 can satisfy the demand from 
its existing surplus capacity of 1.00. 
Figure 3 Time Line at Year 1 
= : ? s s s s s 
Result of bidding lf firm F1， If firm F1 offers to buy If firm F2, Satisfy 
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At year 1, demand D2 will be awarded to either firm F1 or firm F2. 
Depending on its decision at year -1，firm Fl 's alternatives are to: 
1. satisfy both demand D1 and 2 with no further investment, if firm F1 
invested in a large plant with capacity of 1.67 at year-1; 
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2. invest in a plant with capacity of 0.67, if firm F1 invested in a plant 
with capacity of 1.00 or lost demand D1 to firm F2 at year-1; 
3. buy from firm F2 to satisfy demand D2, if firm F1 invested in a plant 
with capacity of 1.00 at year-1; 
4. invest in a plant with capacity of 1.67 if firm F1 wins both demands 
and firm F1 buys from firm F2 for year 1 and 2; 
5. invest in a plant with capacity of 0.67 and to continue buying 1.00 
from firm F2 iffirm F1 wins both demand; 
6. invest in a plant with capacity of 1.00 if firm F1 entered into a contract 
with firm F2 to satisfy demand D1 for year 1 and 2 but loses demand 
D2;or 
7. invest in a plant with capacity of 0.67 and buy 0.33 from firm F2 if 
firm F1 entered into a contract with firm F2 to satisfy demand D1 for 
year 1 and 2 but loses demand D2. 
T h e G a m e in E x t e n s i v e Form 
The time line in the previous section describes the sequence of events of the 
game. It does not adequately explain the intricate relationship between events, 
players' decisions or subsequent outcomes (payoff of each player) of the game. The 
"extensive Form" o fa game, however, consists of a tree^ describing how the game can 
be played. A tree specifies the possible events, the player who has to make a decision 
at a non-terminal node of the tree, the decision he makes from the information 
available to him and subsequent payoffs to each player for all possible paths at the 
3 David, B., D. Dranove, and M. Shanley, Economics of Strategy. V' ED. U.S.A.: John Wiley 
& Sons, Inc., 1996. Page 34. 
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terminal node of the tree. A tree can only be developed based on the assumption that 
the sets of decisions available to players are finite. In reality, corporate planners are 
often faced with only a finite number of strategic solutions, as with the game we are 
analyzing in this paper. 
We also assume the two firms in the game to have "perfect information", i.e., 
each time a firm is to make its decision; it knows all the decisions made in the 
previous stages and is the only firm that makes a decision at this stage. We canjustify 
using this assumption due to the unique features of the industrial gases industry: 
1. As with other chemical industries, it is industrial practice to announce 
major contracts won or investments made by firms (entry deterrence 
through "sunk" cost commitment^) 
2. Unlike the electronic industry, other than minor efficiency 
improvements, there has not been any major advance in the air 
separation technology used by the industrial gases industry. Thus all 
firms have a similar production cost structure. Once the capacity and 
technology used is known, a firm can easily calculate the cost and 
return of investment made by its rivals. 
3. Moreover, there are only limited numbers of major players in most the 
Asian countries. Given the right connections, it is often not hard to 
obtain privileged information on the commercial terms and conditions 
made between customers and rival firms. 
4 David, B., D. Dranove, and M. Shanley, Economics ofStrategy. 1" ED. U.S.A.: John Wiley 
& Sons, Inc., 1996. Page 400-405 
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Based on the set of information presented in the time line, we constructed the 
% 
extensive form as in Figure 4: 
Figure 4 Sequential Game in Extensive Form 
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Chapter III explains our approach in the evaluation of payoffs for the two 
firms at each end nodes of the tree, and Chapter IV presents a thorough analysis of 
this tree using backward deduction. 
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CHAPTER III 
EVALUATION OF THE EXPECTED PAYOFFS 
This section first describes the rationale for our choice of the investment 
criterion used for the evaluation of payoffs. It then considers the assumptions of cash 
flow items for the calculation of the payoffs. Appendix B and C illustrate the detailed 
calculations of the payoff for each outcome of the decisions made by the firms. 
Payoff criterion: Net Present Value Vs Internal Rate of Return 
Incremental cash flows of each outcome are used to calculate the expected 
payoffs of the two firms. We often see infrastructure companies using 15 percent as 
the minimum Internal Rate of Return (IRR), or Hurdle Rate, and Net Present Value 
QSfPV) at a discount rate of 15 percent when making an investment decision. Both of 
these two financial figures are often used as the major financial criteria for investment 
decision making by corporations. However we only use NPV at 15 percent to 
evaluate the relative merits of each outcome. The reasons for using the NPV approach 
versus the IRR approach are: 
1. Unlike IRR, NPV of two investments can be added or subtracted. This 
ensures simple computation for the NPV of a combination of two or 
more investment decisions. This is important for our two-stage games. 
To work out firm Fl's payoffs at the end node 3 in Figure 4, we simply 
add the NPVs of plant 1.00 investment at year -1 and plant 0.67 
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investment at year 1. The computation of firm F2's incremental NPV 
for satisfying demand D1 or 2 has also been made easy (all end nodes 
except 1 and 3). We can subtract the NPV of firm F2, satisfying the 
new demands from that of firm F2 having the plant with surplus 
capacity. Using IRR for the evaluation would involve the comparison 
of the cash flows of the two scenarios, making computation more 
complicated. 
2. Although it is not the case here, other projects may have multiple 
IRRs. This could be possible if a project's cash flows exhibit two or 
more changes of sign: when there is an initial investment in the project, 
then proceeds from the revenue of the project, and further investment 
or eventual losses in later stages of the project. Examples are a strip-
mining project that requires further investment^ and a petrochemical 
project which experiences cyclical market conditions. Therefore IRR 
cannot be used to compare this type of project with other alternative 
investment decisions. 
3. IRR ignores the issue of scale of investment. One project that cost 
$1.00 may have the same IRR as another that cost $100.00 although 
the NPV for the latter is much higher. NPV gives us a sense of the 
absolute payoff (at a predetermined discount rate) for projects of 
different sizes. The larger the investment or plant (assumed to have the 
same IRR), the higher the NPV. 
5 Ross, S. A., R. W. Westerfield, and J. Jaffe, Corporate Finance. 4^ ED. U.S.A.: Richard D. 
Irwin, 1996. 
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Calculation ofPayoffs at End Nodes 
The payoffs for firm F1 and firm F2 at each end node of the extensive form are 
calculated based on the following formula: 
1. Profit Before Tax (PBT) = Revenue - Overheads - Operating Costs 
Where (all at $ 000): 
Revenue = Demand * Selling Price * 360 / 1000 
Overheads = 4% * Revenue 
Operating Costs = Purchase from firm F2 + Utilities + Labor + 
Maintenance Costs 
Where: 
Purchase from firm F2 = Purchase Amount * Purchase 
Price* 360/1000 
Utilities = Utilities Consumption per Hour (see next 
section for further explanation) * 24 * 360 * 
Utilities Unit Cost/1000 
Labor = Fixed sum, see Appendix A for details 
Maintenance = 2% * Capital Cost of plant 
2. Profit After Tax (PAT) = PBT - Tax Payable 
Where: 
PBT = As defined above (Capital fully depreciated during 
tax exemption period, thus no depreciation 
adjustment for tax calculation) 
Tax Payable = PBT * Tax Rate (see Appendix A for applicable 
tax rates) 
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3. Net Cash Flow O^CF) = PAT - Capital Expenditure - Change in 
Working Capital 
Where: 
PAT = As defined above 
Capital Expenditure = See Table 1 in Appendix A 
Change in Working Capital = AR, - AP, - (AR, i - AP,.,) 
Where: 
AR = Account Receivable = Revenue * 30 days / 365 
AP = Account Payable = Operating Costs * 30 days / 
365 
^ NCF^ 
4. Net Present Value at 15 percent O^PV,5 pe^cem) = L n ico/v 
/=0 (l + lj/oJ 
Where: 
NCF = As defined above 
t = Year 
15 percent = Discount Rate 
All other assumptions are as listed in Appendix A and detailed calculations of 
each payoff can be found in Appendix B. 
Cash Flow Assumptions 
Two assumptions with regard to the cash flow, namely, the product selling 
price and power cost in relation to plant utilization deserve our special attention. 
The Product Selling Price 
There are two types of product selling price in this case study: 
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• Product Selling Price between firms and customers 
The pricing of a product surely influences the outcome of a 
game, but we intentionally keep the final selling price to 
demand D1 and 2 fixed for this game. The reason is, as 
mentioned before, firm Fl's relationship with demand D1 
almost guarantees the award of the contract. Moreover, based 
on our intuition and analysis in the subsequent chapter we 
believe there will be fierce competition for demand D2 between 
firm F1 and F2. This will drive down the offered price to 
demand D2 until the payoff, NPV at 15 percent, equals to zero, 
i.e., return at the hurdle rate o f l 5 percent. 
• Product Selling Price between the two firms 
As shown in the extensive form, there is the option of firm F1 
buying the product from firm F2 in Figure 4. Obviously there 
will be mutual benefit between the two firm by utilizing firm 
F2's surplus capacity if firm F1 wins either or both of the 
demands. The problem is at what price before firm F1 is 
willing to buy and firm F2 willing to sell the product. We shall 
make several iterations to solve this problem when we analyze 
the game in the next chapter. 
Utilities Consumption in Relation to Plant Utilization 
Past experience shows that utility cost makes up to 60 percent of the total 
operating cost (all cash operating cost and depreciation of the plant investment) of an 
ASU. Thus minimizing utilities cost per unit of production is the most important 
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element during the operation of the plant. Due to the physical limitation of machinery 
that consumes the most utilities (mainly the compressors of an ASU), there is a unique 
relationship between utility consumption and the utilization ofthe plant. 
Figure 5 Utilities Consumption Vs Plant Utilization 
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Plant Utilization 
As shown in Figure 5, for plant utilization between 65 and 100 percent, there 
is a linear relationship between power consumption and plant utilization. However, 
for any utilization below 65 percent, the plant still consumes 65 percent of total power 
consumption. Therefore, it is crucial for the two firms to maintain the utilization of 




ANALYSIS OF THE GAME 
As stated in "The Product Selling Price" assumption in chapter III，because of 
the high confidence level of awarding demand D1 to firm F1, we can fix the product 
selling price between firm F1 and the customer of demand D1 at year -1 (P^,). Also 
the product selling price of demand D2 at year 1 is adjusted to a level that the NPVs 
for either firm is zero because of fierce competition. We use these prices for the 
subsequent iterations. 
The First Iteration 
Figure 6 Extensive Form with Outcomes of the Game 
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Figure 6 shows the payoffs of each end node after the first iteration. In this 
iteration, the existing product selling price between firms F1 and F2 is used at year -1 
and year 1. Here we assume the two rival firms follow the business practice and have 
agreed on this price. 
The Right Side ofthe Tree 
Figure 7 Sub-game Tree IfFirm F2 Wins Demand D1 
@ 
Satisfy D1 from 
(0 72) existing plant 
， 安 
p y X p 2 
® 
Inve; t 
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0.67 ( ¾ 
Invest 
in Plant 
n | 12 |o .67 
(0’ 72) (0，72) 
For the right side of the tree as shown in Figure 7 (node 11 and 12), there is 
effectively no rational choice for either firm other than investing in plant 0.67 after 
demand D2 is awarded. It should be noted that due to fierce competition, the end node 
payoffs are independent of whether demand D2 is awarded to firm F1 or F2 because 
of the zero NPV characteristic. 
Assuming equal chances of winning demand D2 for both firms, the expected 
payoffof the right side of the tree is (0, 72). 
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The Left Side ofthe Tree 
The left side of the tree is shown in Figure 8. Here the game consists of the 
strategic decisions at year-1 and year 1. Firm F1 needs to decide whether to buy from 
firm F2 or to invest in a new plant, and what size of plant should be invested in if it 
choose to invest. Firm F2 considers whether to sell its surplus capacity to firm F1 if 
requested. We assume both firms are rational in making decisions that result in the 
best payoffs for them. 
Figure 8 Sub-game Tree IfFirm F1 Wins Demand D1 
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Firm F1 has three choices after demand D1 is awarded: 
1. investing in plant of capacity 1.67; 
2. investing in plant of capacity 1.00; or 
3. purchase from F2 until Year 3 
The payoffof the choice 3 depends on whether firm F2 sells or not. Iff irm F2 
does not sell (node 10), the result payoffs should be the same as those in portion A. 
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Payoffs ofPortion A (Investment Options) 
Figure 9 shows the payoffs of portion A. Payoffs of node 1 and 2 are the direct 
consequences of getting the awards of demand D2. It does not involve any additional 
investment at year 1 since both firms should already have the capacity to satisfy the 
demand D2 (0.67). Assuming equal chances of winning demand D2 for both firms, 
the expected payoffs for firm F1 investing in plant 1.67 (choice 1) should be (24, 16). 
Figure 9 Sub-game Tree of Investment Options at Year -1 
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Consider the case of firm F1 investing in plant 1.00 at year -1. If firm F1 wins 
demand D2, it may either invest in plant 0.67 or buy from firm F2 for the whole 
demand period of demand D2. For firm Fl ' s buying decision at node 4, firm F2's 
rational choice is to sell it; otherwise firm F2 gets zero profit. Because firm F1 buying 
from firm F2 can better utilize firm F2's surplus capacity and reduce unnecessary 
investment of firm F1, the combined payoff of node 4 (25 + 25) should be greater than 
that of node 3 (19 + 0). Also both firms are better off in the buy-and-sell arrangement. 
Assuming equal chances of winning demand D2 for both firms, the expected payoffs 
for firm F1 investing in plant 1.00 (choice 2) should be (22, 29). 
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IfFirm F2 sells at Year-1 
Figure 10 Sub-game Tree of Buying Options at Year -1 
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Figure 10 shows the payoffs in case of firm F2 selling to firm F1 at year -1. 
Assume firm F2 sells to firm F1 at year -1. At year 1，demand D2 will be awarded to 
firm F1 or F2 with equal chance. If firm F1 wins demand D2, it has two choices (node 
6 and 7): 
1. Invest in a plant with capacity for both D1 and D2 (1.67); or 
2. Invest in a smaller plant with capacity for D2 only (0.67), and continue 
buying from firm F2 the demand D1 capacity (1.00) 
Because of economy of scale, investing in a larger plant of capacity 1.67 
(mode 6) is more profitable than a smaller plant capacity of 0.67 (node 7) for firm F1 
(43 versus 16). If firm F2 wins D2, it satisfies demand D2 using its existing surplus 
capacity. Firm F2 is left with a surplus capacity of0.33 (1.00 — 0.67). Hence firm F1 
may choose whether to (node 8 and 9): 
1. Invest in a plant with capacity for demand D1 (1.00); or 
2. Invest in a smaller plant with capacity 0.67 for demand D1, and 
continue buying from firm F2 its residual capacity (0.33). 
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With the same reasoning of economy of scale, a larger plant (1.00) investment 
(node 8) should be more profitable (18，17). 
Depending on the outcome of demand D2's bidding, a rational firm F1 should 
choose either node 6 or 8. Assuming equal chances of winning demand D2 for both 
firms, the expected payoffs is (31，17) if firm F2 sells to firm F1 for year 1 and 2. 
Is It a Fair Deal for Firm F1 at Node 4? 
Based on an assumed price offered by firm F2 to F1, firm F l ' s payoff at node 
4 is higher than that of node 3 (25 > 19). But is this the highest payoff firm F1 can 
achieve i f i t buys from firm F2 instead of investing in a new plant? The answer is NO. 
It is because firm F2 has not equally shared its surplus profit with firm F1. 
Two extreme points limit the range of surplus profit: 
1. firm F2 sells at the lowest possible price that only covers its variable 
cost; and 
2. firm F2 sells at the highest possible price but not to induce firm F1 to 
choose to invest (node 3) rather than buy (node 4). 
We can assume the two firms should equally share this surplus profit. 
Figure 11 illustrates the change of firm F l ' s payoffs at node 3 and node 4， 
given the change of firm F2's selling price to firm F1. The vertical dotted line on the 
far left of the graph shows the lowest price firm F2 is willing to sell to firm F1, i.e., 
firm F2's variable cost at $14.27 per unit. The intersection of the two curves circled 
on the bottom right of the graph depicts the breakeven price, at $44.1 per unit. That is 
the highest price firm F2 can charge firm F1 with the latter indifference between 
buying form firm F2 (node 4) and investing in its own plant (node 3). The mid-point 
of firm F l ' s payoffs between the variable-cost price and the breakeven price gives us 
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the fair payoff that firm F1 should receive if firm F1 and F2 are to share the surplus 
profit. This payoff at 35 gives a fair price of $29.19 per unit. The corresponding 
payoff for firm F2 at this price is 15, which is still higher than the zero profit for its 
alternative (node 3). Note that that total payoff (F1 + F2) is 50 before (25 + 25) and 
after (35 +15) the adjustment of firm F2's selling price. 
Figure 11 Firm F2's Selling Price to Firm F1 at Year 1 
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Figure 12 shows portion A with revised payoffs at node 4 and expected payoff 
of (27, 24) at year 1 for node 3 to node 5. 
Can Firm F2 Increase Its Payoff at Year -1? 
Figure 13 is the expected payoffs after the first iteration. It can be deduced that 
firm F1 will offer to buy from firm F2, with the latter accepting the offer, and the 
expected payoff is (31, 17). A rational firm F2 should sell to firm F1 since the 
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alternative (not sell) will cause firm F1 to invest in plant 1.67，which reduces the 
expected payoff for firm F2 from 17 to 16. 
Figure 12 Sub-game Tree with New Selling Price at Year 1 
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Can firm F2 increase its payoff? We should note that the above expectation 
comes from the deduction that firm F1 will choose to invest in its own plant at year 1 
(node 6 and 8) but not utilize the surplus capacity from firm F2 (node 7 and 9). If firm 
F1 chooses to utilize firm F2's surplus capacity, the combined payoffs should be 
higher, 69 (16 + 53) at node 7 and 71 (9 + 62) at node 9. Firm F2 can decrease its 
product selling price to firm F1 at year -1 so that firm F1 gets a higher payoff when 
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utilizing firm F2's surplus capacity. The strategy for firm F2 is to change firm F l ' s 
decision from node 6 or 8 to node 7 or 9. 
Determine a New Product Selling Price Between Firms F1 and F2 
We try to find a new product selling price that will induce firm F1 to utilize 
firm F2's surplus capacity at year -1. The new price will be set at a level such that the 
profit surplus (combined additional profit due to change of strategies) in utilizing the 
existing capacity is equally distributed between firm F1 and F2. In case of firm F2 
agrees to sell to firm F1 at year -1，there are two cases of profit surplus in utilizing 
firm F2's surplus capacity: firm F1 wins D2 (node 6 and 7) or firm F2 wins D2 (node 
8 and 9). Firm F2 should be interested in the pricing decision of the latter case (node 8 
and 9) as this provides greater payoffs than the former one. 
In calculating the surplus profit distribution, we consider the following 
extreme expected payoffs for firm F2 if it sells to firm F1 at year -1: 
1. Firm F2's highest expected payoff if its selling price prompts firm F1 
to be indifferent between buying from firm F2 (portion A) and building 
its own plant (nodes 6 and 9) at year -1; and 
2. firm F2's lowest expected payoff if it sells product to firm F1 at its 
variable cost of$14.77 per unit; or 
3. firm F2's lowest expected payoff if its selling price to firm F1 is at a 
level such that it is indifferent between selling and not selling to firm 
F1. 
Assuming equal chances of getting D2, the revised expected payoffs for firm 
F1 investing in plant 1.00 should be (27, 24). It tums out that the optimum payoffs for 
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firm F1 and F2 in portion A occurs when firm F1 invests in plant 1.00，with payoffs 
(27, 24). 
Revised Expected Payoffs for Nodes 6 to 9 at Year-1 
Figure 14 Firm F2's Selling Price at Year -1 
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Figure 14 shows the change of firm F l ' s payoffs at node 6 and node 9 with 
respect to the change of firm F2's selling price to firm F1. 
Firm F2 gets the highest expected payoff if it can cell product to firm F1 at the 
price set by the intersecting point, or breakeven point, of the two curves in Figure 14. 
At this breakeven point, firm F1 is indifferent between buying product from firm F2 
and building its own plant. Firm F2's expected payofffor this price is 31. 
The analysis in preceding paragraphs gives firm F2's expected payof fo f24 for 
not selling product to firm F1 at year -1. This is considerably higher than firm F2's 
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expected payoffof20 if i t were to sell product to firm F1 at its variable cost at year-1. 
Thus firm F2's lowest expected payoff, if it is to sell product to firm F1, should be 24 
at year -1. 
Assuming firm F1 and F2 to split the surplus expected profit at year -1 
equally, firm F2's expected payoff it sells product to firm F1 should be the mid-point 
of its two extreme expected payoffs. Thus firm F2's expected payoff should be 29 
((31 + 24) / 2). F l ' s corresponding expected payoff is 44. Firm F2's selling price for 
these expected payoffs is $19.1 per unit. Note that this selling price is significantly 
lower that that $29 per unit that firm F2 would have offered to firm F1 if the latter is 
to buy product form the former at year 1 after investing in a new plant at year -1. This 
is because o f the full utilization of firm F2's surplus capacity form year -1 onward 
provides much more benefit than if firm F2 could only sell 0.67 to firm F1 at year 1 • 
Figure 15 Sub-game Tree with new price at Year -1 
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Figure 15 shows the updated sub-tree with revised payoffs nodes 6 to 9，given 
the new firm F2's product selling price of $19.1 per unit. Assuming equal chances of 
winning demand D2 for both firms, the expected payoffs is (44，28) if firm F2 sells to 
firm F1 for year 1 and 2. 
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The second Iteration (Final Outcome) 
Figure 16 Payoffs at End Nodes and Expected Payoffs at Year -l(Final Outcome) 
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Figure 16 shows the revised extensive form after the second iteration. Note 
that by changing firm F2's selling price to firm F1, the strategy profile (firm F1 buys 
from firm F2 until year 1，firm F2 sells to firm F1) is still the equilibrium strategy. 
But the combined payoffs of the two firms is much higher than the one initially 
calculated (44 + 28 = 72 > 48 = 31 + 72). Firm F1 and F2 gain additional payoffs 
through the full utilization of firm F2's surplus capacity. 
Risk ifFirms Make Irrational Decisions 
All the above analysis is based on the assumption that both firms make 
rational decisions in maximizing their own payoffs. However, there will be a risk if 
irrationality happens^. 
6 Avinash K. D. and B. J. Nalebuff, Thinking Strategically. P' ED. U.S.A: W. W. Norton & 
Company, Inc., 1993. Page 10 
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A specific example is that firm F1 may prefer a "min-max" strategy, 
minimizing the maximum, when making its decision at year 1. In this case, firm F1 
may choose to minimize firm F2's payoff by choosing node 6 or 8 in Figure 17 after 
firm F2 revised its product selling price. If firm F2 is risk averse, it should not change 
the price and expect the second best expected payoff of 17 as shown from node 6 and 
node 8 in Figure 8. 
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CHAPTER V 
INDUSTRY PRACTICE IN LONG TERM CAPACITY PLANNING 
The preceding chapters show the application of game theory in the decision 
making process of long term capacity planning. However, industry practice is quite 
different in that an individual firm is more preoccupied with its own position and 
overlooks its influence in the game. This chapter re-evaluates the game without the 
benefit of game theory and compares the outcomes with the ones determined in 
Chapter IV. 
The Decision Tree of Firm F1 
Firm F1 draws the same decision tree as the one shown in Figure 4 and 
calculates its own payoffs at each end node. As explained in Chapter II, the structure 
of the industrial gas industry provides a near "perfect information" environment. 
Thus firm Fl 's expected payoffs at year 1 should be the same as the ones from the first 
iteration. Its game tree is reproduced in Figure 18. 
As illustrated in Figure 18，even without any adjustment of firm F2's selling 
price to firm F1, buying product from firm F2 at year -1 (nodes 6 to 9) is still the best 
option for firm F1 (expected payoff of31, highlighted in Figure 18). Node 1 provides 
a payoff not much lower than that from node 6. However, there is the risk of 
committing too early with a large plant of capacity 1.67，and losing demand D2 will 
severely penalize firm F1. This risk is reflected in the substantially lower expected 
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payoff of 23 for node 1 and 2 (in reality, firms rarely use the concept of expected 
payoff, but they do understand the downside of investing in the 1.67 plant early and 
thus rank this option lower than the buy option). Therefore, based on this decision 
tree, firm F1 would be more than happy to propose the purchase to firm F2. 
Figure 18 Decision Tree of Firm F1 Only 
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The Decision Tree of Firm F2 
Firm F2 also draws the same decision tree and has the same payoffs at each 
end node. However, as depicted in Figure 19，its expected payoff at year -1 for end 
nodes 6 to 9 is significantly higher than what we have after the first iteration. This is 
because, without considering firm Fl's payoff among nodes 6 to 9, firm F2 chooses 
the nodes with its highest payoffs, i.e., node 7 and 9, instead of 6 and 8，as we have 
calculated before. 
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Figure 19 Decision Tree of Firm F2 Only 
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As discussed before, given firm Fl's business relationship, the chance of firm 
F2 winning demand D1 is very low. It is unlikely that firm F2 can benefit from this 
highest expected payoff at year - 1 given by nodes 11 and 12. Therefore, according to 
its decision tree, firm F2 agrees with firm F1 in the purchase and tries to maximize its 
selling price to firm F1. 
The Implications ofMaking Decisions Based on Individual Decision Trees 
By Firm F1 and F2 
At first glance, it seems logical that both firms strive for the maximization of 
their own payoffs. There is a mutual agreement that purchase between the two is a 
winAvin strategy. However, firm F2 will not be able to achieve its perceived highest 
expected payoff of 57 and both firms are not maximizing their combined, thus, 
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individual payoffs. Since firm F2 considers its expected payoff among nodes 6 to 9 
independent offirm Fl's possible choice of actions, firm F2 mistakenly chooses nodes 
7 and 9. But firm F1, without firm F2 adjusting its offered price, actually chooses 
nodes 6 and 8. As shown in Figure 20, without adjusting its offered price, firm F2's 
highest possible expected payoff is only 17. This gives a combined actual payoffof48 
(31 + 17) for the two firms. 
Figure 20 Simplified Decision Tree of Firm F2 with Actual Expected Payoffs 
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Nevertheless, as shown in our analysis in Chapter IV，by using game theory 
and focusing on both firms' possible payoffs, the two firms can agree on a lower 
purchase price, utilize firm F2's surplus capacity and increasing their respective 
individual payoffs. Their combined expected payoff would be 72 (44 + 28), much 




In a duopoly industry, it is useful to use game theory to predict the all player's 
sequences of decisions. Firms should be able to evaluate each opponent's payoff in a 
more realistic way. This may lead to some strategic actions that can increase its or all 
players' payoffs, or better utilize resources, where such options may not be explored 
in a simple decision making process, or in an irrational decision making process. 
In our defined scenario, we use game theory to predict the outcomes of each 
firm's possible actions. Based on the assumption that, given the firms have perfect 
information, they take rational actions to archive the maximum possible expected 
outcome. A player can change the controllable variables, such as the product selling 
price between firms, to induce strategic actions from the opponent. Such actions 
should increase both firms' payoffs. 
Game theory provides an analytical way to evaluate all strategic alternatives, 
predict the opponent's decision, and formulate strategic decisions. Although the 
application of game theory in other industries has not been demonstrated here, it 




SUMMARY OF ASSUMPTIONS IN CASH FLOW 
• General inflation: 3% per annual 
• Product Selling Prices (all assume escalate at inflation from Year-1): 
=> Demand D1 $48.12 / Unit ofProduct at Year-1 
=> Demand D2 $45.95 / Unit ofProduct at Year-1 
=> Firm F2 to Firm F1 $38.41 / Unit ofProduct at Year-1 
• Operations (all operating costs assume to escalate at inflation from Year -1): 
=：> Operating days: 360 days 
=> Utilities Unit Rate see Table 1 
=i> Utilities Unit Cost $0.04 / Unit of Utilities 
=> Labor Cost $66.67 per year for plant 0.67 or 1.00 
$133.33 per year for plant 1.67 
$200.00 per year for plant 4.00 
=> Maintenance Cost 2% ofInitial Capital Expenditure 
=> Overheads 4% ofRevenue 
• Taxes (special tax privilege) First 8 years: 0% 
Year9to 13: 12.5% 
Year 14 onward: 25% 
• Working Capitals 
Receivables: 30 days 
Payable: 30 days 
Table 1 Summary ofPlant Capital Costs and Utilities Consumption 
Summary ofPlant Capital Costs and Utilities Consumption 
Plant Capacity Capital Costs Utilities Unit Rate — 
Unit/Day $000 Unit /hr 
^ ^ = a s ^ = ^ = ! = ; ^ = a s a = ^ s ; ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = 5 = ^ g B B ^ ^ B B B g ^ p ^ > ^ _ -
0.67 3 ^ n ^  
] ^ 4 ^ l _ ^  
1.67 5}J2 2 ^  
4.00 115.66 59£7  
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APPENDIX B 
SUMMARY OF CASH FLOW FOR VARIOUS PAYOFFS AT 
FIRST ITERATION 
Summary of Results for the First Iteration 36 
Node 1: F l ' s Cash Flow i fF l invest 1.67 in stage 1, F1 wins both 37 
Node 1 & 3: F2's Cash Flow iflose both D1 and D2 38 
Node 2: F l ' s Cash Flow i fF l invest 1.67 in stage 1，F1 wins only D1 39 
Node 2 & 5: F2's Cash Flow i fF l invest 1.67 in stage 1, F1 wins only D1 40 
Node 3: F l ' s Cash Flow i fF l invest 1.00 in stage 1 & 0.67 in stage 2 41 
Node 4: F l ' s Cash Flow i fF l invest 1.00 in stage 1 & buy D2 from F2 42 
Node 4: F2's Cash Flow i fF l invest 1.00 in stage 1 & buy D2 from F2 43 
Node 5: F l ' s Cash Flow ifinvest plant 1.00 at Year-1 44 
Node 6: F l ' s Cash Flow i fF l buy in stage 1 & invest 1.67 in stage 2 45 
Node 6 & 8: F2's Cash Flow i fF l buy in stage 1 & invest 1.67 in stage 2 46 
Node 7: F l ' s Cash Flow i fF l buy 1.00 & invest 0.67 in stage 2 47 
Node 7: F2's Cash Flow i fF l buy 1.00 & invest 0.67 in stage 2 48 
Node 8: F l ' s Cash Flow i fF l buy in stage 1 & invest 1.00 in stage 2 49 
Node 9: F l ' s Cash Flow i fF l buy in stage 1 & F2 wins D2 and sell 0.33.……50 
Node 9: F2's Cash Flow i fF l buy in stage 1 & F2 wins D2 and sell 0.33.......51 
Node 11: F1 invest in plant 0.67 at Year 1 52 
Node 11: F2's Cash Flow ifF2 wins stage 1 & F1 wins stage 2 53 
Node 12: F2's Cash Flow ifF2 wins both D1 and D2 54 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR 1st ITERATION 
Enil [Sunininry o fResu l l s N P V @ l S % [Expected Payoffs at Node D2 NPV (¾ 15% 
Nodes Friiu 1 Firm 2 Frini 1 Firm 2 
1 FTTiivest 1.67 in stage 1, F1 wins both 40 0 D2 ^4 i T 
2 FI iiivest 1.67 iii stage I. F1 wiiis oiily DI 7 一 33 Nodes 1 & 2  
3 F1 invest 1.00 in slage I & 0.67 in stage 2 l9~ 0 — 
4 FI invest 1.00 in stage I & buy D2 from F2 25 — 25 5 1 U W 
5 Fl iiivesl 1.00 iii slage I & F2 wins D2 19 33 Nodes 4 & 5 51.2 
6 Fl buy in slnge 1 & invesl 1.67 in slage 2 43~ 17 5 1 T\ iT" 
7 Fl buy 1.00 & iiivest 0.67 iii stage 2 16 53 Nodes 6 & 8 47.7 
8 FTbiiy ill slage 1 & iiivesl 1.00 iii stage 2 _ 18 17  
9 FI buy in stnge I & F2 wins D2 niid sell 0.33 f 62 ~ 
1 0 R e p e a t o f l l o 5 一 N/A ~ N/A — 
11 pTwiiis stage 1 & Fl wiiis stage 2 一 0 72 5 1 0 W 
12 F2 wiiisbolli _ ^ 72 Nodes 11 & 12 
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N O D E 3; F l ' s Cash Flow i f F l invest 1.00 in stage 1 & 0.67 in stage 2 
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NODE 5: FI 's Cash Flow iflnvest Plant 1.00 at Year -1 
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Rell,n, nr Workin~ C"l' illOl 
(6.88) (1.119) (7 .3U) (7 .51) (7 .15) (7.98) (8.ll) (8.47) (8.72) (8.98) (9.2S) (9.S3 ) (9.82) (10. 11) (10.41) 
(U.74) (U.76) (U.7H) (O.8U) (U.8~) (0.85) (0.88) (O.'JO) (0.93) (0.%) (O.Y'I) (1.02) (1.0S) (1.08) (1.11) 
(7,(,2) (7.HS) (S.UK) (8,]3) (8.58) (88~) (9. 10) (9.37) (9JtS) (9.94) (10.24) (10.55) (10.8(.) (II.I'J) ( I I.H) 
111.76 11.IIR 11.4 1 11.7(, 12. 11 12.47 12.85 13 .23 \3.(;] 14.('" 14046 14.89 IS .~4 15.80 1( •. 27 
(1.7U) (\.75) (1.81) (1.11(.) (1.91) (.I .'JS) (4 .117) 
111.76 II.IIK 11.4 1 11.76 12.11 12 .47 12.BS 13.23 11. 9~. 12.28 12.(.5 1l.03 13.42 11.85 12.21 
( 1.5 1) (1.5(,) (I '(~ I) ( 1.M) (\.711) (\.75) (LilO) (1.8(,) ( 1.91) ( 1.'J7) (2.03) (2.O'J) (2 . IS) 
U.57 1I.5M O.W 0,(,2 0'(,4 (IN. O,(,M 0 .70 U.72 0.74 0.7(. O.7S O.MI 






(0.')4) (II . U~) «1.0) (0.03) (U.II3) (0.03) (0.03) (U.O) (O.U) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.<14) (0.04) 
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N O D E 6: F l ' s Cash Flow i f F l buv in stage 1 & invest 1,67 in stage 2 
n^ Y^w .| 0 I 2 .¾ 4 5 6 7 » V 10 U 12 ” U 15 16 l7| 
|nnninn 3.0S 3.0H .10% .1.0-/- J.OV. 3 0% J.OH 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% S.0% 3.0H 3.0% 3.0% 3.0S 3.0S 3.0% J.0% 
Ttayii pcT Aflnuil .1M) .ViO MiO .ViO 360 360 360 360 3<iO MO 360 WO MO 360 360 360 360 
llRHl C^ >acily Unil/Diy 1.67 1.67 I,A7 1.67 1 67 » 67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 lA1 1.67 IA7 IA7 1.67 1.67 
Sate« Volume tlnil/t>iy 
|)emnmn 丨00 1,00 1 00 1.00 1 00 1 00 1 00 1.00 1.00 1.00 |.00 i.00 |.00 1.00 100 • • 
|)emond 2 . • O.f.7 O.ft7 Q,f.7 0.67 0.67 0.6T 0.67 O.fi7 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0 67 Tnlil ilio ilio rM ffi? r^  U7 U7 Un U7 f67 U7 U7 U? K67 U7 0.67 0.67 
|lti|iMti.n frfTi 60V. 10% 10% |OOS 10% 10% 100¾ 10% 10% IOOS IOOS 10% IOOS 10% 40% 40% 
lll>liliwC<msumplion 65% ft5% )00% |00% 100% IOOS IOOH IOOS 100% 100% 100% lOOS 100% IOOS IOOS 6JS « % 
Se1linf IVic« S t Unil 
l)e.nwuM «丨2 4«> 57 51.05 S2 5« $4 16 55.79 57.46 SV.IR 60.96 62.79 64.67 66.61 61.61 70.67 72.7V 74.97 77.22 • 
lVi,,,Hntl 2 4S.V5 47,.12 4R74 JO,2l 51.7丨 512ft 54.U 56.51 5翼_20 59.95 61.75 63.60 65.51 67.47 69.J0 71.51 73.73 75.W 7»J2 
Kavenue lJSS («0 / Yetr 
l>omBndl 丨》.刊 18.9.¾ 19.50 20.0R 20M 2IM 2IV5 22.60 2.V2I 2J.9I 24.70 25 44 26.20 26.99 27.M • • 
Demand 2 . . I2.4l 12.7» I.V17 U.56 I3.V7 !4.J9 M.M l3.2ft tS.73 丨6.丨9 lft.6t l7._g 17.70 lt.23 U77 
T„uii " T H i ~ ~ H T w ~ ~ A m ~ S T J ? ~ J H i ” 3 0 7 ” i i T \ ~ w i w ~ n J o ~ ~ J W 4 ~ ~ 4 0 ! « ~ 3 f T w ~ ~ J T s i ~ 3 ^ 7 ~ ~ T u 9 ~ ~ T i 3 5 ~ ~ H a T 
Purchaie Price fwm Firm 2 
DemamU S/llnil (.U.4I) (39.56) (40.75) (4197) (43 2.^  (44.S3) (4SJ6) (47.34) (4B f>6) (SO.I2) <5>.62) (5.VI7) (54.76) (56,41) (5S.I0) (5V.M) (6164) (6J.4I) (65 J9) 
DcnwuU $/lFnil (.1H.4I) (.W56) (4075) (41 97) <43.2S> (44.3.1) (4SS6) (47.24) (4I.M) (30.12) (SI.62) <J3.I7) (M.76) (56.41) (5H0) (59.M) (61.64) (63.41) (65J9) 
Toffle (I “ ncW, 0 - m.t »cM) 
|Vmuml I I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OcmnnJ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
h)rchue CmU llSJOOO/VBM 
ne_m" (14.67) (15.11) • • • • • • • • • • • “ • • 
l)cni*iHl 2 • ： ： ： ： ： ： ： ： ： • • • • ' ‘ ：_ 
Tntat (H.h7) (l$H) - • • • • • • • -, • • • • • • 
Opcr*ling OwU lJni( / hr $/Unil 
Ulili(iM 25% 0.04 . (10.10) (10.40) (10.71) (11.03) { M M ) (11.71) (12 06) (12.42) (12.79) (IJ.I7) (13.57) (IJ.98) (M.40) (9.M) (9.VJ) 
l,bi,r - • (O.IS) (O.I)) <0.I6) (0.16) (0.17) (0.17) (O.II) (O.IS) (0.19) (0.20) (0J0) (0.2l) (0^1) (OJ2) (0.2J) 
Ma>niennnce 2% olCB|.iUlO»l . • (126) (IJO) <!.») (1.¾?) (1.42) (1 46) (1.50) (1.55) (l.59) (1.64) ( I .M) (1.74) (179) (I.15) (I.W) 
T4,ul • • (11.51) (11.15) (12.21) (12.S7) (13.95) (I3.W) (13.74) (M.I5) (14.57) (15.01) (15.46) (I5.VJ) <16.40) (11.71) (12.06) 
(>ve,h«MU 4% nlKcvcniH . (I 2R) (IJI) (I.«) (I..W) (lM) (l.«) (1.52) (1.57) {I.M) (I.M) (1.72) (177) (I.U) (073) (0.75) 
Tola1 C4«U (l4.ft7) (15.11) (I2.7H) (I.VI7) (I3.S6) (I.VV7) Q4J9) (14.12) (l5i6) (I5.72) (16.ltf) (l6.fit) (I7.U) <17.W) (H^ 2) (H-l<) H2Ml) 
rmlU Utn>rt Tax .1.71 3.R2 IV l> 19.70 20.29 30.90 2_.5J 22.17 22 U 2.V52 2(23 24.% 25.71 2 M I 37J7 5.79 5.M6 
T.K 25% .iri>n.f1(llsr.>n> T.x (-V03) (3.12) ( 3 J I ) ( 3 . J I ) (3 .41) <l.45) (1 .49) 
ProlhAnerTw ；»7丨 .VH IV.I.1 l9.70 20 29 20.90 21.53 22.17 22 U 23.52 21.20 2I.M 22.49 23.17 23.W 4M 4.47 
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Receivtbl« 1.2% ofRevenuc (I,SI) (l.5f.) (2 62) (2 70) (171) (2.87) (2 9$) (J.04) (3.I3) (3.2J) (3.32) (J42) (i.52) (.V63) (374) (_.50) <_.M> 
r.y.hli « 2% .>l Openiiing Cm\n . - O.VS 0.97 I.OQ 1.0.1 1.06 1.10 11.¾ 116 1.20 l2i lJ7 l.3l 1.35 0.96 0.99 
Nel Working C*fiiUl (151) (1.56) (l.f.R) (1.7J) <l.7l) (I J3) (l .M) (I.M) (2.00) (2 06) (2.12) (2.19) (3.25) (2.32) (2J9) (O.M) (0.55) 
ChM|eIII Wurkin| Cipilil (l.5l) (0.05) (0.12) (005) (0,05) (0.05) (0,05) <0.06) (0 06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) \M (0.02) 
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N«l Cuh l'litw • • (2l).iro (2M.lro |V OI IV M 30 24 }O.IS 21.47 22,13 22 71 2} 4(> 3114 2177 H 4i UIO M7V 6 W 5,01 
NfVW| 15% 4.V42 
IRR .15,I91'-
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N O D E 6 & 8: F2*s Cash Flow if Fl buv in s tage \ & invest 1.67 in s laee 2 
F"^ ct Yc« _l 0 I 2 J 4 5 6 7 霍 > 10 U 12 13 14 H 1» l7| 
inllRlkm XOS 10% 3.0% J.0% 3.MH 3.0*4 .1.0S ).OH 3.U% i.0% ).OH 3.0S 3.0% ).OS 3.0% 3.0H 3.0% 3.0S 3.0% I)iyR p«f Annual !160 !IC() 360 3M) 360 3A0 360 360 W> 360 300 MO Wi MO 360 MO MO 
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Uiitirstion 75"fc 7Mi 75% 75-i 75"i 75S 75S 75S 75S 75S 75H 75S 75H 75S 75% 75S 75N 
UliliticKCHmuiiiplinn 75?fc 75'i 75*t 75H 75% 75% 75S 75% 75% 75H 7JS 75^ 75% 75% 75% 73% 75% 
S*llin| lVice %'VnA 
minBtid U W./.7 S7.77 3«.90 40 (>7 4|.}7 4191 4V7I 45.10 46.45 47.14 49 31 50.76 52.31 53.«$ 5S.46 57.IJ $t.M 60.61 62.42 
l>emMid I vU Finn 1 1R 41 19 56 40.75 4197 4!t,23 44,53 45.K 47.24 4166 M.I2 51.62 J3.|7 54.76 56.41 5t.tO 59.M 61.64 U.4t 65J» 
IVmwid t l>^«cl 4R.)3 49 57 3t.l)5 52 5K 34 16 53.TV 57,46 99 lt 6096 «2.79 M.6T ¢661 6l. i l 70,67 72.79 74.97 77.M 
IX)iiiMid 2 vU l trm I !ll.4l S9 56 40 73 41.97 0.}3 44 3:i 4i.U, 47.24 41.66 30.12 Sl.62 S3.l7 54.76 5 .^41 51.10 59,14 <1.64 ¢3.41 65.W 
|ViiM>J 3 t>ir«cl 4.V9S 47.3J 4X 74 30.}! 51.71 53.36 Mtt 56.51 5t.M 59.M 6i.7J 61MI 65.51 i7.47 « 50 71.51 73.71 75.M 7« 22 
K*venuo l>S$000/Yor 
I)e,,,,njO 3NOi 2R.KS 44.)T 4991 47.29 4I.7U 50 17 5l.*7 53.22 54J2 56.¼ 5t.l6 59.90 tl.70 t3J5 65.45 47.42 
r>emin(l I vii Fltm I " 67 15,11 . . . - - • • • • • • - ‘ • • 
D e _ d I t>ircc1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
|kmHid 2 vU l im I • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • 
|>>nMnd 2 l>irect ‘ • • • • • • • _ • • • • ‘ * • • 
T,^ .| 42r.l 4r% 44.J7 45 91 47» 4t70 50.17 51.67 53.« 5411 56.46 5I.U 59.90 <I.TO « 53 65.45 67.42 
(V«r>lincC'o«U Unii/hf $Aintt 
mWfn 5V.47 IIU4 (ir..:i5) (|6M) (|7J5) (I7»7) (IX4(I) (1*96) (I9.$J) (20.11) (20.7|) (JI.34) {7l.9t) (2264) (W.3I) (24.01) (24.73) (23.41) (26.14) 
|jih<K {O.lI) (0 23) ((l.3.1) (0.33) (0.34) (U 35) (0 25) p».K> (0.J7) (U.2I) (0 29) (O.W) (0 30) (U.3I) (0.32) (0.13) (O.J4) 
Ma{i>ler>Mic* 2% olC«rit*lC<»l (2,43) (2.5.1) (2 60> (2.6»> (2.76) (IM) {2.9i) QM) qil) (3.20) Q.30) (3.40) (150) 0.60) (3.71) QMl) {i.U) 
T,.|.| (I9.U3) (|V59) (20.1«) (20.71) (3l.4l) (23 05) (23 7l> (JJ.W) (2409) (2^ .11) (25.») (26.3J) (27.IJ) <27W) (21.77) (W.M) (M.52) 
OvcrhcaJN 4'» ofktvtmu (l.7l) (176) (1.7K) (I.M) (l.t9) (195) (3.01) (2.07) (J.I3) (2.I9) (1.26) {2.3J) (2.40) (2 47) (154) ( l M ) <270) 
Ti<lilCoNi< (2H.7J) (21.35) (21.¾) (».r.2) (23.30) (24.1KI) (24.12) (35.46) Qfe.l2) (I7.0I) {11.92) (3K.65) (29.51) {.W.40) (ll..H) (3¾.¾>) (333fT 
lVct|It ]Murt TlX 31,95 32.AI 31.6) 31.29 3.1.99 24.71 JJ.45 26JI ：7.00 37.11 31.64 J9.50 J0J9 3I J0 32.24 33.31 }4 30 
T« 25% »riVtrillkrn« T«x P "> p.4l) (1.51) OM) (3.W) O.lZ) (1.06) (I.M) (I.5$) 
IVini/VHerT** 2I.9S 11M 3261 W.29 23 99 24.7| 2M5 26.21 ».« 24.W J5.06 3S.II J6.M J3.<7 34.1l 34.90 25.6S 
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C>|HRt Fxticndilurt II5 M1 US$OWI (4f. I6) (fi9,4(l) 
WorfcingCiriiil 
Receiv*hld R]% ot Kcvcnu< 0 51) (K.l) {XM) (3 77) (J 89) (4 00) (4 12) (4.25) (4 .17) (4.51) (4.64) (4.7I) (4.92) (5.07) (5.M) (5.3t) (3 54) 
ri>.hU R.2% ol (Vcrim«Ca«U> 1.56 丨61 \U, |.71 176 I II l.«7 1.93 l,9i 2 04 3.10 M6 1» 2.30 3.36 7.44 2 51 
NelWmfcin|C'.|.iUl ( 1 « ) (MH>) (IOI) <J07) ( 3 . 1 》 { U 9 ) (J.M) <2,J2) (2.JV) (2.47) (1.54) (262) (269) (1.71) <2-W) (l.M) (.V03) 
C1iiii|e In W..rkii.| C*pllil (I.M) (<I,Of.) ((I.(KI) (0.06) (0 06) (0.06) (0,07) (0,07) (0.07) (0.07) (0.07) (O.Ut) (O.OI) (0.01) (0.01) (0.09) (n 09) 
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NH C'Mh n<m (46 K>) (f.9 40) 2IMM 3135 33<.l lVM 23.9J 34,64 J5.5l 26.15 2J.5S 24.26 14 99 23.74 J6.M M.J9 J4.I0 34.13 M M 
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IKK I7.W% 
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N O D E 7: F l ' s Cas!i Flow if F l buv 1.00 & invest 0.67 in stage 2 
|t>n,joct Yoir .1 0 1 3 3 ^ i 6 7 I 9 10 11 12 13 •< H '^ ' ^ 
Inn>li(>n 1.0% J.0% 3,OH .V0% 3.0% .V0% .V0% .V0% 3.0S 3.0% 3.0H 3.0% 3.0% i .OS .VWfc 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 
[).y^perAnnu.l m 360 360 360 m 爛 m 360 J60 .VW 360 J60 360 J60 360 WO WO 
l1nnt C*TNctly Uni t / I> iy 0.67 0.67 O.fi7 O.fi7 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 067 0.67 0.6t 0.67 O.f.7 0.67 0.67 
SalcA Volumfl \lnit/Diy 
I)c„,„,H| I 1,00 |,(>0 1.00 丨 00 1 00 1.00 1 00 1,00 1.00 I.W) 丨.00 丨.00 1.00 1.00 丨.00 • • 
|j^m.ml 2 • - 0.(,7 O.f,7 0.67 O.ft7 0.67 O.ft7 O.fi7 0.67 0,f.7 0-67 0.67 O.f.7 O.ft7 U(.7 0.67 
T„U| |,(H) lW> l.f.7 l ( i7 l.fi7 l.fi7 l.fi7 丨.67 1.67 1.67 丨.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 0.(,7 0.67 
Ulili7^lion {imlyI>cm.nd2) 100*^ ‘00% |OOS 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% IOOS 100% |00% IOOS l00% 
UlililiwO.nsumplinn IOO*'4 丨《>*‘ 100% 100% 100% IOOH 100% 100% 100% 100% IOOH 100% 100% IOOS »00% 
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l)em>ml 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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lkla> by 2 ycBM 4(»% M r t 
Capilil KxrciHliture .V>.*5 US$ 0(M) dV94) <2.VJI) 
^ ' t « e i v ! b i r ' 8 2% o f K c v c n u . ( l . 5 l ) (1.56) ( 2 6 2 ) <2-70) (2.71) < M 7 ) (2 .W) ( 3 0 4 ) (3.13) (.V23) {i.i2) (3.42) ( J .52) ( J W ) ( J 7 4 ) ( I . W ) ( I . 5 4 ) 
HyM, n.2', o| (>p,r..in|a_ - . 0 44 0.45 0.4f. 0.4M 0.49 0.50 0 » 0.54 0 . 5 ¾ _ 0 ^ _ 0 ^ _ 0 ^ 0 _ 0 ^ _ 0 ^ _ ^ 
NelWmking Cip i l . l " I T J u “ ( 1 . 5 6 ) (MM) (2.25) (2.32) (2.39) (2.46) (2.M) (2.6I) (7 M) (277) (2.15) (2.M) {i.Oi) (3.13) (016) (O. I I ) 
C h i n | < i n W o d i n i C«pil«l ( l . 5 l ) (0.05) (O M ) (0.07) (0.07) (0 07) (0.07) (0.07) (O.Ol) (0.0*) (0.0«) (0.01) (0.09) (0 ,W) (0.09) 2.26 (0.0.¾) 
Kclum nf Woikin| CiH»it_l 
Nct CMhl1ow . • (I4.4R) (20料丨 V.I4 10.00 l0 . )0 10.61 IOW 11.26 l l . M 11.94 10.76 11.01 11.41 丨1.75 12.10 V.5J 塞.37 
NPV0 I5S 15.89 
IKR 2570% 
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N O D E 7; F2’s C a s h Flow if F1 buv 1.00 & invest 0.67 in s tage 2 
[M*riYw .| » I 2 3 4 i 6 7 I 9 10 H 12 13 M 15 16 l7l 
|nfUlion 3.0% ,1.0% :UrS 3,01fa .l.OH 3,0% 3.0% 3.0S X0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.U% ).OS 3.0% ).tfH ).OH 3.0H ).OH ).UH 
Dayi p«r Annuit 3M» .1frfl 3M) ，60 )60 i60 360 MO MO MO MO MO MO MO MO MO MO 
n M i l C V K h y Unit/Day 4.(W 4.(W 4.tHI 4 00 4.00 4.1» 4.00 4.00 4.00 4 00 4.00 4.0U 4.00 400 4.00 4.00 4.00 
Xil«H Vnlunw UiiH/Diy 
DemvHlO 2(W 2U0 3.M0 3.00 .l.<W 3 00 3 00 3.00 9.00 3.00 3 00 3.00 3.00 ).00 ).00 3.00 3.00 
Demuid I vii Flrm I l .(W I.OU | .(NI | .(M 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 | .00 1.U0 1.00 
I>cniand I Direct • • - • • - - • • • • • • 
Demwid 2 vi» f km I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Demand 2 Dirtct ‘ . 丨-丨 • • • , ‘ • • • • • ‘ • 
T<>Ul ~~TfW yOO 7^J5 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.00 
Utiliz*lkin 75% 7J% |OOH |nOH |OOS 100% |OCr% IOtfH \W% IOOS IO»S 100% 100% 100% 100% 75S 75H 
U(ilhieH CorMumplion 75% 75% 100¾ |(W% |OUS 100% IOOH 100% 100% 100% IWH 100% 100% 100% 100% 7SH 75H 
Kellk| rric* t/lInh 
lkmand 0 3C.67 37,77 « 90 40.U7 <1.27 42.51 43.71 43.10 46 45 47.M 49.21 50.76 3J.2I 53.15 55.46 57.IJ SI M 60.61 62.42 
I kmu id i via Finn I 3141 ^ 9 M 40.73 4197 4.V23 44 53 45.t6 47.34 41.66 50.12 5i.62 S3 17 54.76 K . 4 l SLIO 59.14 6164 63.41 «5.39 
r>emaml 1 Direct 4X12 49.57 9lfl5 52.5K 54,16 35.79 S7.46 59.tt 60.96 62.79 64.67 «6.61 61.61 70.67 7179 74.97 77.22 • 
Demand 2 vli Fknt I 3 M I 39.56 40.75 41.97 4 V23 44.5.1 45.K 47.34 4166 5012 51.62 » 1 7 54.76 5fi.4l 51.10 59.14 61.64 63.41 65.J9 
l)emwtd 2 Dircd 4V95 47.32 4*.74 50.11 51.71 5.1.26 5416 56,31 5t.30 59.95 61.73 « 60 65.51 67.47 69.50 71.51 73.73 75.94 7t-22 
Kcvenue US$<KKl/Yew 
lk_iMndU 2801 28.R5 44 57 4S9t 47.39 41.70 50.17 M.67 53 22 5411 W.46 51.1« 59.90 61.70 63.55 65.45 67.43 
D«min<l I viR l-Rtn I 14.67 15.11 15.56 16 03 16.SI 17.01 l7.$2 11.04 ll.5l I9,I4 19.71 MJI 20.92 JI.M JM9 • • 
l)ctnMul 1 Direct • - • • • • • • • • " • • . ‘ 
Utfinutd 2 v l i Flrni I - - • _ • • • _ • • • • • • • • • 
DeniMtd 2 Wr*cl ‘ • ‘ ‘ • ‘ • • • • • • • * ' • » 
T(K*I 42 61 4y9<, 6U I3 6194 63,tO 6).7| 67M 69.71 71.10 73.96 76.11 7t.46 KKI IJ.24 ».74 6).45 67.41 
(Ver>ingCoKU Unil/hr SAInM 
UlilitiM 59.47 0.04 (16.59) (K.M) (23 13) (2313) (24.M) 口，.2霍）(36.03) (26.11) (27M> (11.45) (W.30) (30.11) (iX.09) (31.W> <3J.9t) (25.4«) (26.14) 
Ubor (U.3I) (U22) (U.2.1) (0 23) (0.34) (0«> (O.W) (p.l6) (O.JT) (O.M) ffi.t9) (0.29) (O.JO) (0.31) (0.32) 0>33) (0.34) 
Mainlen*ncc 2H of C>piUlCo<l (2.45) (2.5.1) <2.60> (2.61) (1.76> (3.14) (2.93) (3.0l) (111) (3.30) (3J0) (3.40) QJO) (3.60> (3.71) (3.M) (3.94) 
T«Ul (19.01) (19,59) <23.96) (26,74) (27.J4) (2t.37) (W.2J) (MW) (31.00) (3lM) (31M> p3.l7) (M.W> (J5.M) (J7.0|) (J9A3) p0.52) 
(h«rtMMl« 4% orRevtnue ( l . 7 l ) (l.7fi) (2 41) (2.41) (2.95) (263) (1.71) (2.79) p . t 7 ) (2 W) (J05) 0 - l 4 ) (3.J3> (3 .H) ( 3 « ) 0 « > (J W) 
Tnlal t‘�ta (20.7.1) (2I.») {ltM) (2V.32) (30.W) (.W.W) (31.V2) QlM) Q.VtT) (34.W> (35.93) (37.01) QI.H) (39.36) (40.44) (33.35) (33.33) 
rn>lll l\cUw€ T>x 3l ,95 22 61 11.77 32.72 33.70 M,7_ 35.76 36 « 37.93 39.07 40.24 41.45 41.49 4J.9I 45.30 33.21 J4.J0 
TiK 3J-i .)nVilillWror<TiX (<.74) (4,M) (3.03) <5.ll) (5J4) (10.99) (||JJ) (tJO) («55) 
rrul)l AiUr 1'ax 31.93 32.61 31,77 32.72 33.70 34.71 )S.76 36.13 33.19 34.19 33.21 36.37 37.M 32.91 31.97 24.90 23.65 
40% W»% 
CapMtl Exrxindtlura 115.«! tlS$mm (4f.,lfi) (69.40) 
W<irklngCip)Ul 
R*c*lv*hU t.3% »I K«venu« (.1.51) 0 6 1 ) (4,94) (S.W) (5 24) (5.4<l) (5 56) (5.73) (5.90) (6 UI) <C 26) (6 45) (664) (6 M ) (7.05) (5 J I ) (3.54) 
fi>ihk- n % ur(V<nlinsCoNU 1.56 1.61 2.13 3.30 126 2.33 1.40 3.<7 155 3.6¾ 2.70 I 7 l l . l T 293 3.M 2.44 131 
N«i worfcini t—ui {).94)~~^""^fTio•”ow)“fT5i5~~0^)~"~0^““ol«5““oJs)“fHj；““JHT)"""^oM)““07^““iri55““fJ!355"““o55~"o.oj> 
t.h«,|“_»、Vi«fci^ C^ il_l (丨.《> (006> (O.M) (11.0») (0,W) (0.09) ((l.09) (O.OT) (0.10) (0.10) C-IO) (O.II) (U.II) (0 11) (0.12) 1.06 (U.W) 
Kelum nf Wmkln| C'>pi1at 3.0J 
Ne(CMh l1ow (4A.2r.) (C9 40) 3001 22.55 !MI.96 12.64 33.62 34.63 35.G6 W.73 S3,09 14.09 )S.il 36.16 37.15 32.17 33.t5 35.96 2t.60 
NrV(7Q 15% 52.52 
IRR 32.4(,fc 
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N O D E 8; Fl*s Cash Flow i f F l buv in stage 1 & invest 1.00 in staec 2 
n ^ c c l Ycar -1 0 I 2 ^ 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I I 12 13 14 l i ] 
iiin»tl»ti Mf% .V()% -V(r/. Mr/n .v(«4 y.m Mry, 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.(m ym 
l)uyH|>cr Aimuul ?«) ，《> .V/J KiO ^ 0 360 m 360 3fiO 360 3fiO 360 .ViO m m 
l>Unl Capacity Unil/IM 1.00 l.(K) l.(Kl 丨.0 1.00 丨.0 I.CO 丨.0 丨.0 丨.0 丨.0 丨.0 |,00 丨.0 1.00 
Sa)cK V<)luine l )n i t/ l )uy 
IXmifliid 1 l.(K( 1.00 l.(K) 1.00 1.00 I.OU 1.00 1.U0 1.00 1.00 1.U0 1.00 t.(X) 1.00 1.00 
1 ktnund 2 - • • - • - ’ • • • • • • • • 
Toini uKi uiii uio riw uio uxi T5i T55 uio T55 foo T55 foo TSi faT 
Illiti/Jilmn 100% |0()V_ |(K)% IUO% |00% 100% 100% 丨00% 100% t<Kft^ 丨00% KKWi 100% 
Uliliticn CoiiHUiiiplion l(K>% KKft； 100% 100¾ 100% 100% 100% l(X)% 100% 100% 100% 100¾ 100% 
Sc-I)ing Price $/U i i i l 
|k. immdl 4 i U 2 4V57 51,05 52.5R 54.16 55.79 57.46 59.18 60.96 62.79 M / i 7 66.61 ftR.6l 70.f,7 72.79 74.97 77.22 
tX-nmml2 45.95 47,12 4R.74 50.21 51.71 5.V26 54.Wi 56.51 58.20 59.95 M.75 M.60 65.51 67.47 69.50 71.58 7J.7J 
Kcvciitw llS$ (MK)/Ytw 
IK-it)und I IR..W IR.9^ 丨9,5(> 20.0R 20.69 2 I , M 2 1 . 9 5 22 .60 2 1 2 8 2 3 . 9 8 24 .70 25.44 26 .20 2 6 . 9 9 2 7 . 8 0 
TX>iimn() 2 • - - • • ‘ • • • * - 丨丨 • _ 丨 _• » • 
ioiui “nr^ HTw i?5o~20iS~2oS~2u] ITw~~iI55~iHi"*"H!5i~M^7o~"iul~26lo~2^~~27.8o 
lhiy frx)in r i rm 2 
lVimnJ I SMtiil 08.41) (^ 9.56) (4().75) (41.97) (4!*.2?) (44.S.1) (45,R6) (47.24) (4S.66) (50.12) (5l/>2) (53.17) (54.76) (5<i.4l) (5R.in) (59.M) (6l.M) 
IK-nmnd 2 $/Unit OH.4|) (V>.5r.) (4(>.75) (41.97) (4?.23) <44.5^ ) (45.R6) (47.24) (48.r/>) (50.I2) (5!.62) (53.17) (54.76) (56.41) (58.10) (59.H4) (6I.M) 
T"pgle ( l-Hc l l .O- i im Hcll) 
IX'inonJ I I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 (I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
lK-maiid 2 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
VuK)mrK Cmt* US$ (KK) / Ycnr 
lkMiiand I (l4/.7) (15.11) . - . • . - • • • • • • • 
l > c _ u l 2 • • ； 2 ； • - - » * • - • • • 
'lol>il (14.67) (15.11) • " " " • • • • " • • “ • ~ " 
(>pcn)(itig CoKls Uni( / hr $AInil 
lltilitic， 16.03 0.(M - - (r.,24) (6.42) (6/,2) (ft.8l) (7.02) ( 7 . 2 》 p . 4 S ) 0<^T) (7.90) (8.U) (8.3R) (8.6J) (R.89) 
Ub<>r - • (0.15) (O.I5) (0.I6) (0.16) (O.I7) (f)A7) (0.18) (O.IR) (0.19) (0.2O) (0.20) ( 0 . 2 丨） ( t U I ) 
Miiii)lemuwo 2% ofCiipiUilCosl - - ( l .03) (I.(KQ (l . i ( l ) ( I . I3 ) (1.16) ( l .20) (1.23) (1.27) ( l . 3 l ) (1.35) (1.39) (1.43) (1.47) 
-|-|)tBl • . (7.42) (7.M) a * 7 ) 0^.11) (8.35) (8.60) (8.86) (9.12) (9.40) (V.ft8) C>V7) (10.27) (IU.SR) 
(>vcilKUtl.i 4% (.fRcvcnuc • - (0.7R) (O.W>) (0.8.1) (0.85) (0.8R) (0.90) ((l.9?) (0.%) (0.V9) (l.02) (!.05) (1.0«) (1.11) 
-|otol CoMx (l4.fi7) (IS.11) (H.2(t) (R.44) (K.70) (8.%) (9.2^ ) (9.50) (9.79) (10.08) (10.3V) (I0.70) (IL02) (U.35) (H.69) 
l>n>lit lh'.thn Tax 3,71 3.82 丨1.：*0 11.64 lt .99 12.35 12.72 13.10 I.V4V I3.W 14.31 14.74 15.18 I5.M K>.11 
• •X 25% <>(Tmlil HcroK* Tnx (179) ( I .M ) (1.90) ( l .%) (2.01) 
Prx)li( AOer Tax 171 1K2 M.3() II.M Il.V9 12.35 12.72 13.10 15.49 13.90 12.52 I2.V0 IJ.29 13.69 14.10 
IW"yt>y 2 yciin 40% 60% 
CnpiUl r:xpemliliin: 45,HH USJ (HK) ( IHJ5) (27.5^) 
WoiVing Capital 
Rccciviihle R.2% ofRcvemie (I.51) (I.5T,) (l.fiO) (I.6S) (1.70) (1.75) (1.80) (I.R6) ( l . 9 l ) (I.V7) (2.0.¾) (2.09) (2.15) (2.22) (2.28) 
Pnynh!e 8.2% orO|>cnitineCoRlH - • O.f.I O.M O.f>5 0.67 0.69 0.7| (1.73 0.75 0.77 0.H0 0.82 0.»4 0.>7 
Ni-1 Working Cnpitnl ~"OM)~~(HT)""Jo^ ~~00¾“fuSJ~~fTSiJ~~^ uT)~(US)~oTT55~oH5~02^ ~fOoJ~fHS“fTJ^ ”(1.42) 
Clunge in Working Capi1ul (I.S1) (().05) 0.56 (().03) (0.0?) (0.03) ((l.03) ((I.OJ) (0.03) (0.()4) (0.04) <0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) 
Ru(im <»r Working C_pitul 1.42 
Nrt C'MHh Fltnv - • ()r>.15) (23.75) II.RO 11.61 11.96 12.32 12.68 13.07 13.46 13.86 12.49 12.86 I3.2S 13.65 15.47 
NI'V 1^  15% IR.1I 
IHK 2ft.fi5% 
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N O D E 9 ; F l ' s C a s h F l o w i f F l b u v in s t a g c 1 & F 2 w i n s D 2 a n d s c l l 0 . 3 3 
||>n,jccl Ycar -1 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II U 13 14 1 1 ] 
i,,nmi,,,, Mt% 3.0% 3.<i% 3.0% .vov. .vo% j.o% ur% 3.o% ^.m 3.o% .i.o% 5.o% J.os 3.o% Jo% J.o% 
l)HyMwrA_uuwl ：»«> M<t) 360 m YiO m m 300 M^ 360 360 WO 360 JM> JW> 
ritmt tapncily lh\\i / l)iiy 0.67 ().f>7 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 «.67 0.67 
Silcn VoltiiK Uiiit/Diiy 
|)^_.u_dl 1.00 l.(K> l.(KI l.(KI 1.00 l.(W 1,00 l.(K) 1.00 |.00 丨.00 丨.00 丨.00 丨.00 \W 
IX,mund 2 • • • • ‘ * ‘ ‘ ‘ • • ‘ ' ‘ ‘ 
•|„,„| 丨.《丨 1.00 l.(K> 1.00 丨.0 丨.0 丨.0 1.00 1.00 丨.0 丨.0 丨.0 1.00 丨.0 1.00 
imti^ mion(,npplyO r>7(.IX-.nand I) 丨0«% 100% 100¾ 100% 100% UXW. 100% 100% 100% 100% IOW4 !«»% 100% 
U(ilitic*ConHnmplion IWWi 100% 100% 100% l(W% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Scling l'ricc $ / Uiit 
]^n^am) I 4K I2 49.57 51 05 52 58 54.lft 55.79 57.46 59.IR fiO.% 62.79 64.67 66.M 6H.6I 7(>.f,7 71.79 74.97 77.22 
IX.,nnn<l 2 45.95 M M 48.74 50.21 5l.7| 53.26 54.86 56.51 58.20 59.95 61.75 6J.60 65.51 07.47 69.50 71.58 73.73 
RcveniK- US$(KH)/Ycnr 
1> .^1_„丨丨 lK.1K IH.9.1 19.50 2(t.(*R 20.69 2I.M 21.95 22.6« 23.28 2.V9H 24.70 25.44 26.20 26.99 27.W 
1二乂"臓丨 2 "TiuK~~utln~~f^~mm““5o75~~iul~iTw~Hlw~~iHi~m5~iTf5~tU4~~wiio~~i^~~27.«» 
rurulwxe IVice fn>in Finn 2 
lX._iwmH $ / U " i l OR.4l) (.VJ.5f.) (40.75) (4I.y7) ( 4 U 3 > (4(53> (45.8f.) (47.24) («.W’）(50.12) (51.62) (53.17) (54.76) (56.41) (5K.|0) (59.84) ( f . l M ) 
l>:mund2 S / U n i t ( . l M I ) (.V/5f.) (40.75) (41.97) ^A^.2^) (44.5：1) (45.8f.) (47.24) ( 48 / / . ) (50.12) (51.62) (5J.l7) (54.76) (56.41) (58.10) (59.R4) {(AM) 
Toaule (I - »ell. (» • nol sell) 
l)^„„nj I 丨 丨 �.+1：  ().?? i m O.J3 0.33 O.J3 O.J3 (UJ 0.53 0.33 0.33 0.3， 0.3J 
Dcm"ml2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 
h_n;hMC C(»ts US$ (KX) / Ycor 
IVnmnd 1 (14/.7) (l5.tl) (5.l9) {SM) (5.50) (5.67) (5.84) <6.0|) <6.I9) (6J8) (6.57) (6.77) (6.97) Om 0-40) 
IXNimncl 2 • ： ； • • • • • ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ • • ‘ 
•|„,„I (14.67) (15.11) (5.I9) (5.M) (5 50) (5.67) (5.M) (6.01) (6.I9) (6.3B) (6.57) (6.77) (6.V7) (7.18) ^ 4 0 ) 
(h>eraling Co8ts Unlt / hr $/llnit (,tili,ie. 11,11 «.04 (4.^ 2) (4.45) (4.5V) (4.72) (<Rf.) (5.01) (5.16) (5.32) (5.47) {5.M) (5.M> (5.V8) (6.16) 
j^j^,r ((I.()H> (0.()H) (0.()K) (0.(»R) (0.(ffi) (0.09) (0.(W) (0.09) G>.IO) (0.10) (0.10) (0.I0) (O.II) 
MHimcnunoc 2% ol Cnpit.) C.Hl (O.W> (0.92) (0.95) (O.W) (I OQ 0-(M) (l.07) (I.IO) (I.M> (1.17) (l.2l) (1-24) (I.2K) 
-|,山,1 • (5.29) (5.45) (5.62) (5.79) (5.%) (6.U) (6.32) (6.51) (6.71) (6.91) p . W )仏《) P.55> 
(>veri,eodx 4% ofRevcmic ((l.74) ((l.76) (0.78) (O.Wl) (0.83) (O.R5) (0.8R) (0.90) (<K93) (0.%) (O.V9) (1.02) (1.05) (M»8) (I II) 
•,„,„1 C o m (lS.4U) (15.87) ( l l .2f . ) (ll .60> (II.9S) (I2.M) (I2.(>8) (l3.0f>) (13.45) (U.H5) (14.27) (M.(，9> (IS.IJ) (15.5'；) (l6.0f,> 
Pmlil l lenucTiix 2.97 3.or, R.24 K.4K R.74 9.00 9.27 V.55 V.83 10.13 10.43 10.75 11.07 11.40 11.74 
r„x 25% orivnniikrorei.x ('•>«) < 丨 .川（丨叫 <»•«)(丨.47) 
I 'mniAnerT.x 2.97 ;.06 8.24 M R 8.74 V.(K) 9.27 9.55 9.8? 10.13 9.13 9.40 9.6V 9.VR 10.28 
\May by 2 yeurs 40% 60% 
Cnpila) l-:xpcidituTV 39.85 US$ 000 (I5 'M) (2.V91) 
Workiiia Cupitnl 
Rccciv..hlc 8.2% ol RevcmK (I .SI) (t,5f.) ( \ . W ) ( l / . 5 ) (1.70) (1.75) (I.HO) (I.R6) (I .91) (1.97) (2.03) (2.09) (2.15) (2.22) (2.2R) 
|'nvnhlc R 2V. orOpcmlingU_ • • (M4 0.45 0.46 0.4R 0.49 0.50 0.52 0.54 0.» 0.57 O.S8 0.f>0 OX>2 
NctWorkingCapituI (LSI) (1.56) (l.I7) (I.W) (1.24) (I.2R) (l.)l) (1.35) (I.3V) (1.44) (I.48) (1.52) (I.J7) (i.62) (I.G6> 
Cl_ge inWork ineCapi l" l (l .5l> (d.()5) O.W (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (O.M) (0.04) (0.04) (O.tM) (0.04) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) 
Retuni or WorkingCipilal **^* 
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NODE 9: F2's Cash Flow if Fl buv in sUec 1 & F2 wins D2 and sell 0.33 
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N O D E l l ; F1 invest in P I a n t 0 . 6 7 a t Y c a r l 
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N O D E 11: F2 ' s C a s h Flow if F2 wins s tage 1 & F1 wins s tage 2 
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N O D E 12; F2's Cash Flow i fF2 wins both D1 and D2 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR FINAL OUTCOME 
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1 FTinvest 1.67 iii slage I, Fl wiiis bolli 4oT 0.0" Nodes I & 2 23^6 iiJ 
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3 FI invesl 1.00 in stage I & 0.67 in slage 2 19.1 0.0 
4 F l invest 1.00 in stage 1 & buy D2 f r o m F2 35.7 — 15.2 Nodes 4 & 5 2 T 4 ^ 
5 ?! invest 1.00 iii stage 1 & F2 wiiis D2 19.1 32T 
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NOI)K 6 & 8: F2*s Cash Flow if Fl buy in s<age I & invest 1.67 in s tage 2 
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